John Whipple

From: utton
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2004 12:52 PM
To: jmespino; Tanya Trujillo; bufordharris; csranch; Estevan Lopez; indnh2o; John Dantonio; jwilcox; pelps3; raplan; waterjim; william.hume; D Sanders; hilary.tompkins; SFarris; bfrederick; Greg Ridgley; Abernethy.Perry; fbassett; Robert Genuaidi
Cc: Dolores Baca; Candise Castillo; jbrown; Karin Stangi; John Whipple; Phil Mutz
Subject: Navajo settlement documents are public

The final draft (we hope) Navajo Settlement documents just went on the OSE Website under Hot Topics. John Whipple will also be sending out hard copies to you on Monday. The Navajo Council is expected to consider the settlement next week. Three days ago the Navajo Natural Resources Committee unanimously endorsed the settlement. If everything goes smoothly, approval of the settlement could be on the ISC agenda for January. It would then go to the Governor and AG for approval and signature. John
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